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Abstract
In the era of multimedia and Internet, people are ea-
ger to obtain information from offline to online. Quick Re-
sponse (QR) codes and digital watermarks help us access
information quickly. However, QR codes look ugly and in-
visible watermarks can be easily broken in physical pho-
tographs. Therefore, this paper proposes a novel method
to embed hyperlinks into natural images, making the hy-
perlinks invisible for human eyes but detectable for mobile
devices. Our method is an end-to-end neural network with
an encoder to hide information and a decoder to recover in-
formation. From original images to physical photographs,
camera imaging process will introduce a series of distor-
tion such as noise, blur, and light. To train a robust decoder
against the physical distortion from the real world, a distor-
tion network based on 3D rendering is inserted between the
encoder and the decoder to simulate the camera imaging
process. Besides, in order to maintain the visual attraction
of the image with hyperlinks, we propose a loss function
based on just noticeable difference (JND) to supervise the
training of encoder. Experimental results show that our ap-
proach outperforms the previous method in both simulated
and real situations.
1. Introduction
Numerous technologies are emerging to build an infor-
mation bridge connecting the digital world and our physical
world. Quick Response (QR) codes and digital watermarks
are two commonly used technologies to embed hyperlinks
into images. However, QR codes not only take up space
but also look ugly. Digital watermarks can be divided into
visible and invisible categories. Visible watermarks have
the same shortcomings as QR codes. The existing invisi-
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Figure 1. Application pipeline of the proposed approach.
ble watermarks are easily broken in physical photographs.
People increasingly expect to add invisible information (hy-
perlinks) among visible information (images), thus extend-
ing the information dimension of the image to meet special
demands such as advertisement and copyright protection.
Hence, it is desperately to develop a state-of-the-art infor-
mation hiding technique to yield images containing hyper-
links with good visual perception and allow the hidden in-
formation to be detected by mobile devices under various
unconstrained environments. To meet the above require-
ments, this paper proposes a method to hide invisible hy-
perlinks into natural images. The application pipeline of
this paper is shown in Figure 1.
Maintaining good visual perception while ensuring the
model robustness is necessary to our work. In practical
applications, the camera imaging process inevitably intro-
duces a series of distortions into original images, which will
break the hidden information in images. Gao et al. [8] ex-
ploited the difference between human eyes and semicon-
ductor imaging sensors in the temporal convolution of op-
tical signals to make QR codes invisible for human eyes
but detectable for mobile devices. However, this approach
can be only applied to display screens and not to printed
materials. Tancik et al. invented StegaStamp [26] based
on neural network, which hides hyperlinks into natural im-
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ages and makes hyperlinks detectable for cameras. StegaS-
tamp trains an encoder to embed hyperlinks and a decoder
to recover the information. Between the encoder and the
decoder, they use a distortion network to attack the output
image of the encoder and send the distorted image to the
decoder. StegaStamp performs well in recovering informa-
tion from physical photographs by simulating the camera
imaging process using the distortion network.
However, StegaStamp simplifies the camera imaging
process into a series of image processing methods, which
may not work in many physical situations with various
lightings and shadows. In addition, it does not consider
the characteristics of Human Vision System (HVS) when
training the encoder. Thus, people can easily notice hidden
information in images. Compared with StegaStamp, this
paper exploits 3D rendering to simulate the camera imag-
ing process in the real world: lighting, perspective warp,
noise, blur, and photo compression of cameras. Experimen-
tal results show that our approach outperforms StegaStamp
in many physical scenes. To further improve the visual qual-
ity of generated images, we consider the masking effect of
HVS and therefore design a just noticeable difference (JND)
based loss function to guide the training procedure of the
encoder. The main contributions of this paper are summa-
rized below:
• We propose a distortion network based on 3D render-
ing to improve the robustness of our pipeline. Using
the 3D rendering, the proposed distortion network can
simulate almost all distortions from the physical world.
To the best of our knowledge, our approach combines
the pipeline information hiding with 3D rendering for
the first time.
• We propose a JND based loss function. Under the
guidance of this loss function, the generated images
with hidden hyperlinks are more visually appealing
than previous work.
• We propose a robust invisible hyperlinks approach
based on the previous two points. Our approach can
generate images of good visual experience containing
invisible hyperlinks that are detectable by cameras on
mobile devices under various unconstrained environ-
ments.
2. Related Work
Image information hiding methods based on Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) With the development of
neural networks, many methods in this field were proposed
based on generative models. These methods are divided into
three categories [20]: cover modification, cover selection,
and cover synthesis.
The cover modification includes three strategies [20].
The first strategy is generating natural cover images by
GANs, such as SGAN [31], SSGAN [24], and GNCNN
[22]. The second strategy generates the modification prob-
ability matrix by learning distortion functions, such as
ASDL-GAN [28] and UT-SCA-GAN [36]. The third strat-
egy embeds the information as adversarial samples, such as
the work of Tang et al. [27]. The cover selection builds
a mapping from cover images to hidden information, such
as the work of Ke et al. [15]. The cover synthesis com-
bines cover images and information, and then generates the
images with watermarks directly, such as the work of Hu
et al. [10], SteganoGAN [38], HiDDeN [41], and StegaS-
tamp [26]. In particular, HiDDeN [41] proposed a noise
layer between image reconstruction and message recovery,
which improves robustness against digital noise. StegaS-
tamp [26] first introduced physical noise learning in its
pipeline, which is the closest paper to ours.
Adversarial attacks Adversarial attacks are proposed to
add distortion to images and induce image classification
or object detection networks to produce incorrect predic-
tions. A large amount of work about adversarial examples
[12, 25, 2, 7, 6, 17, 4, 29] inspires us. These papers simu-
late the physical imaging process and teach applications of
computer vision how to resist realistic distortion.
Image quality assessment (IQA) and perceptual loss To
get good quality for the generated images, we need a rea-
sonable IQA strategy as loss functions to supervise the
image reconstruction. Classic per-pixel metrics, such as
Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR), are computed for each pixel independently, which
cannot present structural information and perceptual qual-
ity of images. To solve this problem, several methods to
measure image structural or perceptual similarity were pro-
posed, such as SSIM [32], MSSIM [33], FSIM [39]. In re-
cent years, the focus of measuring the similarity between
images is transferred to deep feature space, such as per-
ceptual similarity [5], perceptual loss [14], and LPIPS [40].
These papers compute a distance from distorted images to
original images in deep feature space. In addition, just no-
ticeable difference (JND) is an important characteristic of
HVS and it presents the least distortion that human can no-
tice. Numerous JND based papers were proposed and ap-
plied to image and video compression [13, 37, 19, 35, 34].
This paper proposes a novel loss function based on JND,
which conforms to the perceptual feature of HVS. This
JND-based loss is combined with perceptual similarity to
guide the training process of the encoder, guaranteeing the
good perceived quality of the reconstructed image.
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Figure 2. The architecture of our distortion network.
3. Distortion Network Based on Differentiable
3D Rendering
To teach our model how to resist physical distortion in-
troduced by camera imaging, we simulate the imaging pro-
cess. During training, we embed these simulation opera-
tions as a distortion network into the pipeline to process the
output of the encoder and feed the processed output into
the decoder. The distortion network is shown in Figure 2.
The idea of 3D rendering can help us simulate the camera
imaging process. In order to train our model by back prop-
agation, these operations need differentiable implements.
3.1. 3D Rotation and Perspective Projection
Imagining a scene where a person takes photos with a
pinhole camera, the len plane of the pinhole camera may not
parallel to the photo plane due to the camera angle, which
causes perspective warp for the photo. During training, we
need to generate a random transformation matrix for each
encoded image to simulate perspective warp. We simplify
this problem by fixing the camera position and rotating the
image plane randomly in three degrees of freedom (x, y,
and z axes). First, we generate three Euler angles α, β, and
γ (α for x axis, β for y axis, and γ for z axis) randomly.
Second, we generate a 3D rotation matrix according to the
Euler angles and calculate the four corner coordinates after
3D rotation. Third, we project the four corner coordinates
from the 3D space to a 2D plane and generate a perspective
matrix according to the coordinates before and after rota-
tion. Finally, we use bilinear interpolation to resample the
original image according to the perspective matrix.
3.2. Random Noise
The camera systems can introduce many kinds of noise
during imaging [9]. We apply random Gaussian noise
(σ ∼ U [0, 0.02]) to simulate the possible noise caused by
cameras.
3.3. Blur
Blur is a common physical phenomenon in camera imag-
ing, resulting from camera motion or defocus. To simulate
motion blur, we use a random angle ranging from 0 to 2pi
and a blur kernel with a width ranging from 3 to 7 pixels,
which is set to the same as [26]. To simulate defocus blur,
we apply random Gaussian noise with a width ranging from
3 to 7 pixels and a variance ranging from 0.01 to 1.
3.4. Color Processing
Contrast change is an inevitable distortion in camera
imaging. There are many reasons for contrast change, in-
cluding light, printing material, and other unknown envi-
ronmental factors. Light reflection on surfaces will be de-
scribed in subsection 3.5. In this subsection, we use the
global contrast adjustment and the brightness adjustment to
simulate unknown illumination factors.
3.5. Light Reflection Rendering
Our ability to see the world depends on the reflection
of light from the surface of any object. According to the
relationship between incidence direction and reflection di-
rection, reflection can be divided into two categories: dif-
fuse reflection and specular reflection. The reflection type
of a specific surface depends on the properties of materials.
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Figure 3. The architecture of the end-to-end pipeline.
We use reflectance λ to represent the weight of diffuse and
(1− λ) to represent the weight of specular reflection.
During training, we assume a spot light source point-
ing vertically to the image plane. We use a Lambertian
model [18] to simulate diffuse reflection on the image sur-
face, which is defined as follows:
ID = CILL̂n · N̂n,
L̂n · N̂n = |Nn||Ln| cos θ, (1)
where ID is the radiant intensity of diffuse surface, n rep-
resents the nth points of the image, Ln is the incident in-
tensity, L̂n is the incident vector, N̂n is the surface normal
vector, and θ is the incident angle [16]. We use a Phong
model [21] to simulate the specular reflection as follows:
IS = CIL(R̂n · V̂n)s, (2)
where R̂n is the vector with ideal reflected direction and V̂n
is the vector pointing to viewers. Finally, we weight the
ambient light, specular radiance, and diffuse radiance to get
the total light intensity:
IT = IA + λID + (1− λ)IS , (3)
where IA is the global brightness adjustment of the image,
presenting the ambient light. The vectors in equation (1,2)
are normalized by L2 function.
3.6. JPEG Compression
Cameras usually save images in compressed formats,
which can cause quality degradation. JPEG compression
is the most common compressed format, which compresses
images in the transform domain. In addition to the above
distortion categories, we add JPEG compression to the end
of our distortion network.
4. Model
Figure 3 presents the architecture of our approach, which
is an end-to-end pipeline. The pipeline can be divided into
four modules: encoder, discriminator, distortion network,
and decoder. The encoder reconstructs images with original
images and hidden strings in them with the help of discrim-
inator, which is based on the idea of GANs. The distortion
network mentioned in section 3 is used to attack the output
of the encoder. The decoder receives these attacked images
and is trained to recover the hidden strings. The design idea
of the distortion network and decoder is from adversarial
attacks.
4.1. Encoder
The goal of the encoder is to reconstruct a new image
with an original image and a hidden string, ensuring good
quality for the reconstructed image. We select U-Net [23]
architecture as our encoder. The inputs are a random RGB
image with a size of 400×400 image and a random binary
bit string with a length of 100 bits representing a hyperlink.
To accelerate convergence during training, we adopt the in-
put presentation skill of [41]: the string is reshaped to the
same size as the input image and concatenated behind the
image channels. Thus, a tensor with a size of 400×400×6
is fed to the encoder. The encoder outputs an RGB residual
image presenting the hidden string. The encoded image is a
combination of the residual image and the original image.
To get good quality for the encoded image, we minimize
a joint loss function to supervise the encoder training. First,
we use L2 loss to calculate pixel distances in YUV space.
Second, we use LPIPS to evaluate the perceptual difference
between the encoded image and the original image. Third,
we propose a novel loss function based on JND to supervise
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the location where the message is hidden. JND is the least
distortion that can be noticed by HVS. Considering the view
of the original image, the embedded message is noise and
should be hidden in imperceptible positions. First, we gen-
erate a JND map of RGB channels for each cover image as
ground truth. Then, we normalize the residual map and cal-
culate the distance between the residual map and the JND
map. We select the JND model proposed by Wu et al. [34]
to generate our ground truth. The loss function is defined as
follows:
Ljnd = L2(σMjnd − |Mr|), (4)
where σ is used to control the noise level and is set to 0.1 in
this paper. With the guidance of this JND-based loss func-
tion, the encoded image gets better perceptual scores than
the one without its guidance.
4.2. Distortion Network
We describe the details of our distortion network in sec-
tion 3 where all the simulations except for 3D rotation and
perspective projection are implemented to be differentiable.
The differentiable requirement ensures that the derivative
is nonzero when the pipeline is trained by back propagation
and gradient descent. The rounding operation of JPEG com-
pression has zero derivatives near zero, so we use a differ-
entiable implementation proposed by [25]. We implement
differentiable light rendering operations with the help of
Tensorflow Graphics [30]. 3D rotation and perspective pro-
jection only generate transformation matrices for distortion
network instead of attacking encoded images during train-
ing, thus these two operations need not be differentiable.
4.3. Decoder
The decoder receives the encoded images under distor-
tion attacks and is trained to retrieve the hidden string.
Similar to StegaStamp [26], we use a spatial transformer
network (STN) [11] to resist slight perspective distortion
caused by camera angles. Our decoder consists of a series
of convolutional layers, following by a dense layer with the
same length as the input message. Sigmoid function is used
to activate the dense layer, outputting the decoded string.
We use the cross entropy to supervise the training of our
decoder.
4.4. Discriminator
To improve the quality of encoded images, we use the
discriminator of WGAN-style [1] to supervise the training
of our encoder.
4.5. Loss Function
The loss function we used during training can be divided
into three parts: (i) image reconstruction loss for encoder
training: L2 loss, LPIPS (LP ), and JND based loss (Ljnd),
(ii) discriminator loss: Wasserstein distance (Lw), and (iii)
message reconstruction loss for decoder training: cross en-
tropy (Ld). The joint loss function of our approach is de-
fined as follows:
Ltotal = λ1L2 + λ2Ljnd + λ3LP + λ4Ld + λ5Lw, (5)
During training, the loss function weight λ increases lin-
early from zero. To make the decoder adapt to the distortion
attacks gradually, the random change range of distortion de-
gree increases linearly from zero.
5. Experimental Results
In this section, we firstly validate the design of our mod-
ules by ablation tests. Secondly, we compare our work with
the closest paper, StegaStamp [26]. Thirdly, we discuss
the information capacity of our approach by changing the
lengths of hidden strings. Finally, we test our approach by
capturing photos in the real world. We select VOC2012 as
the cover image dataset during training and download 100
images not contained in training set as our test set. We re-
size both training images and test images to 400×400 reso-
lution.
5.1. Ablation Study
First, we present the results of the ablation test for the
JND-based loss function. In experiments, we train a model
without the guidance of JND based loss, maintaining other
modules consistent with the complete model. Figure 4
presents the effect of the JND based loss function to recon-
structed images, showing the information is embedded in
the regions with rich textures under the guidance of JND.
These regions have a high masking effect to HVS therefore
are not easily noticed by human eyes.
(b) Without JND Loss (c) With JND Loss(a) Original image
Figure 4. The effect of the JND based loss function. Under the
guidance of JND, the information is embedded in the regions with
rich textures. These regions have the high masking effect to HVS.
Second, to validate the effect of light rendering, we train
a model without the light rendering in the distortion net-
work, maintaining other modules unchanged. We select bit-
recovery accuracy and decoding accuracy as metrics. The
decoding accuracy is the decoding success rate after BCH
[3] error correcting code encoding. Figure 5 shows that light
rendering does improve the robustness of hidden informa-
tion against light reflection perturbations.
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Figure 5. Alation results for light rendering. The network trained
with rendering is more robust against light reflection perturbation.
5.2. Comparison Evaluation
Among the previous work, StegaStamp [26] is the only
one to perform robustness against physical distortion. Thus,
we compare the performance of the proposed approach with
StegaStamp [26].
Metrics: We evaluate both image reconstruction quality
and robustness of information recovery. We select SSIM
[32] and PSNR as metrics to evaluate the quality of encoded
images. The bit-recovery accuracy and the decoding accu-
racy are applied to evaluate model robustness.
The comparison results of image reconstruction quality
are shown in Table 1. Table 1 shows that our approach gets
a higher score on both SSIM and PSNR than StegaStamp
[26], suggesting that our approach is more visually appeal-
ing to HVS than it. Figure 6 further verifies these results.
Figure 6 shows that our approach hides the information in
the positions that are not easily noticed by HVS. This sug-
gests that the JND based loss function can effectively super-
vise the image reconstruction.
Method SSIM PSNR
StegaStamp [26] 0.9233 27.24
Proposed 0.9362 28.60
Table 1. The results of image reconstruction quality.
We evaluate the robustness on motion blur, defocus blur,
and light reflection in simulated tests. As for camera noise
and compression, they are caused by a series of complex
factors depending on camera imaging environments so that
we evaluate them in real environments. As for perspective
warp, the influence of warp can be removed by geometric
correction. These unused distortion types will be presented
in section 5.4.
We evaluate robustness under different distortion levels
as shown in Figure 7. As for motion blur, we evaluate the
influence of different motion angles and blur levels (kernel
size of motion blur). As for light rendering, we evaluate
the influence of different light intensities. As for defocus
blur, the kernel size of the Gaussian filter determines the
blur level and we find both StegaStamp and the proposed
approach perform well against different defocus blur levels
so the results of defocus blur are not shown in Figure 7.
The results show that our approach outperforms than Ste-
gaStamp in the robustness against blur and light, though
StegaStamp also adds blur in its distortion network. The
reason may be from the light rendering which can introduce
much more corruptions to reconstructed images, improving
the global robustness against other distortions.
In experiments, we find that the process of image recon-
struction is most sensitive to perspective warp among these
distortion categories. During training, the distortion level is
set to increase linearly and the growth rate of the perspec-
tive warp is set to be the lowest. The maximum range of
the 3D rotation is plus or minus two degrees around each
axis, which gets a good trade off between image quality and
robustness. Different from this paper, StegaStamp [26] per-
turbs the four corner locations of the image randomly within
a fixed range and generates a transformation matrix from 2D
to 2D, which does not conform to the real camera imaging
process.
5.3. Capacity Evaluation
In this subsection, we evaluate the effect of capacity on
image quality. We retrain our model to have the capacity to
encode 50 bits, 100 bits, and 200 bits. Table 2 shows the
results of image quality and robustness under different ca-
pacities. We can find that both image quality and robustness
are inversely proportional to capacity. To get a good trade
off between image quality, robustness, and information ca-
pacity, we select 100 bits, which is enough for hyperlinks
after processed by URL-shortening tools.
Metric 50 bits 100 bits 200 bits
PSNR 29.81 28.60 28.01
SSIM 0.9474 0.9362 0.9320
Bit-Accuracy 100% 100% 96.59%
Table 2. Model performance trained with different information ca-
pacities.
5.4. Real Environment Evaluation
Finally, we evaluate our model in real environments. We
use two common mobile devices to capture photographs:
mobile phone camera and iPad camera. For phone cam-
eras, we select two different phone types. Our test set in-
cludes many photos captured in challenging situations: dif-
ferent materials, sunlight, spot light, shadow, blur, noise,
and warp, which is shown in Figure 8. We locate the im-
ages with the help of four red points. For those undetected
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Figure 6. The comparison results of image quality between StegaStamp [26] and the proposed approach. Because a JND-based loss function
is used to guide the embedding of information, the proposed approach hides information in the positions which are not easily noticed by
the human eyes and get better perception quality. Colorful bounding boxes show more image details.
and inaccurate detected photographs, we crop and correct
them by hand.
We chose different cameras in tests to introduce different
noise and compress photographs in different types, which
cannot be simulated well in subsection 5.2. With respect to
the presentation, we consider two common forms: printed
on papers and showed on display screens. For the images
printed on papers, the photos include indoor samples, out-
door samples, and samples with casual camera angles. For
the samples displayed on screens, the photos are captured
indoor, with casual camera angles, and under spot light-
ing conditions. We capture 20-50 photos with each cam-
era under each condition, which is shown in Table 3. In
addition, StegaStamp and our model respectively produce
50 images, and these generated images are captured under
the same light conditions. These 100 photos can be divided
into three light conditions (slight light, moderate light, and
strong light) as shown in Table 4. Our test dataset includes
1059 photos in total. Table 3 shows our approach is robust
enough in almost all common physical environments. Table
4 validates our approach is much more robust against light
than StegaStamp [26] because our training pipeline includes
light rendering. The detector rate of our model is 50 frames
per second on an NVIDIA 1080 GPU, which can be applied
to real-time detection.
5.5. Limitation
There are still two limitations in the proposed approach.
First, although the influence of geometrical distortion can
be mininzed by the STN and the perspective transformation,
we find that both the encoder and the decoder are sensitive
to perspective warp. The decoder may have some proba-
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Figure 7. Robustness evaluation results of StegaStamp [26] and the proposed approach. We select motion blur, defocus blur, and light
rendering to attack the encoded images. We evaluate both decoding accuracy and bit-recovery accuracy under different distortion levels.
The length of the embedded message is 100 bits. When we evaluate decoding accuracy, we use BCH [3] codes as the encoding format
where 7 bytes as data codes and 5 bytes as error correcting code.
Figure 8. Some test photos in real environments. These challeng-
ing samples are captured under different materials, different light-
ing conditions, and other different conditions such as blur, noise,
and warp. All the six samples can be detected by our decoder.
bilities to fail to detect the hyperlinks and the encoded im-
ages may get relatively low quality when the change range
of perspective warp is too large. Second, when capturing
screens, photos may contain moire stripes that will influ-
ence the decoding robustness of the model. In addition, dif-
ferent presentation materials have different reflection rates
which cannot be simulated well by the proposed distortion
network.
Printed on Paper
Device
Scene
Indoor Outdoor Warp Mean
Phone#1 100% 100% 72.73% 94.59%
Phone#2 100% 100% 90.91% 96.89%
iPad 100% 100% 77.78% 98.63%
Displayed on Screen
Device
Scene
Indoor Warp Light Mean
Phone#1 100% 100% 92.86% 96.77%
Phone#2 100% 100% 89.29% 95.77%
iPad 100% 90.91% 86.67% 93.46%
Table 3. The decoding accuracy of physical photos in real environ-
ments.
Model
Light
Slight Moderate Strong Mean
StegaStamp [26] 90% 60% 15% 48%
Proposed 100% 100% 85% 94%
Table 4. The decoding accuracy under real light conditions with
different intensities.
6. Conclusion
This paper proposes an end-to-end approach to hide in-
visible hyperlinks into natural images. The proposed ap-
proach uses the idea of GANs to embed information and
trains a decoder based on adversarial attacks. Because our
approach is applied to physical photographs and the camera
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imaging process will introduce a series of distortions, we
insert a distortion network between the encoder and the de-
coder to attack the reconstructed images of the encoder. To
simulate the physical distortion of photographs, the distor-
tion network is based on 3D rendering. To obtain good vi-
sual quality, this paper proposes a novel loss function based
on just noticeable difference (JND). Experimental results
show that our approach is robust in various real situations
and outperforms the previous work in both simulated and
real situations. In the future, we plan to research how to
render different material properties and use them to attack
the pipeline. Our work firstly combines the information hid-
ing pipeline with 3D rendering. We believe our work can
inspire a series of interesting work in the future.
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